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Salon Suite Value Package

Includes Sunflower II LED Dust
Collector and Wall Mount Air Purifier

Our most cost efficient package!
The Wall Mount salon air purifier effectively removes vapors,
odors, and dust from the room air using HEPA and Activated
Carbon filters.
In addition, the wall mount air purifier captures and
deactivates airborne viruses and bacteria using UV light and
Flexzorb™ anti-viral material integrated into the filter.
The Sunflower is a powerful dust & odor extractor that
removes UV-Gel Dust, Fumes, and Nuisance Odors, and
airborne viruses from the Breathing Zone of Nail Technicians
and their Clients

System Features
Specifications
Airflow
Volume:
Sound
Level:

WM: 60 cubic feet per minute
SF: 135 CFM airflow
WM: 53dB
SF: 45 dB

Voltage/ WM: 110~240V/50~60Hz
Power: SF: Input DC 12V, 1.25A
Max, CE listed 135 CFM
Dimensions: WM: 30cm x 30cm x 12cm.
SF: Head: 9.25”, Head top
diameter: 131mm (5.16”)
Weight:

WM: 5.5 lbs.
SF: 5.25LB

Replacement Wall Mount
Filter:
Replacement Filter and
Sunflower Filters

The wall mount unit is fitted with twin fans that pull the toxic
air through a Glass Hepa Filter graded to EU Standard EN1822 which removes 99.999% of pollutants, dust, pet
dander, pollen etc. to 0.3 microns and above (below 0.7
microns particles are invisible to the human eye).
The Wall Mount Unit can stand on a desk or easily mounts to
the wall to save precious floor space.
The Wall Mount Unit comes with a remote control, and has a
sleep function, 1 hour timer and 3 hr. timer and a filter
replacement warning.
The Wall Mount unit also includes UVC light that kills bacteria
AND Virus safely in your room and an Ion Generator which
produces "Air Vitamins" to improve your health.
The Sunflower comes with a clamp and two filters.
The Sunflower is equipped with a powerful LED light.
The Sunflower II LED Nail Dust Collector is a high-powered,
yet quiet entry-level source capture system. This compact,
portable unit also extracts light vapors/fumes emitted from
UV Gel Polish to protect the breathing zone of manicurists
and their clients

